LEGA PRO ANIMALE
CHRISTMAS “SPAY DAY”
17.12.2011:
155 CATS
NEUTERED
(102 FEMALE
+
53 MALE)

This “spay day” could only happen because of generous donations of Catherine Adams and
Chicca Rosolino in the UK (and doubled by AISPA!), Mrs. Lang and Mrs. Nina Ruge in Germany.
A BIG THANK YOU IN THE NAME OF ALL THE CATS!
Please support our free spay and neuter programme:

In Italy:

Conto corrente postale
Banco Posta
It81 1076 0114 9000 0001 0973 816
BIC/SWIFT: BPPIITRRXXX
Or donate online securely through

PayPal
visiting our home page: www.legaproanimale.org

In the UK:
LEGA PRO ANIMALE are trying to maximise all funds dontated. British citizens can make their donation go further by sending it via AISPA, the
Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of Animals. The major benefit is that they can claim 28% tax back via the Gift Aid Scheme. Clearly, this
substantially increases your gift to us. If you become an annual member (minimum £3), AISPA donates a free spay/neuter to any Italian animal.
Live membership is only £50. AISPA was founded in 1952 and, in addition to LEGA PRO ANIMALE, supports around 30 other sanctuaries in Italy.
If you decide to help through AISPA, please make your cheques out to them (AISPA), but also add a note saying that the donation is specifically
for LEGA PRO ANIMALE. AISPA will send the necdessary Gift Aid form.

Mail your donations to:
AISPA, 136 Baker Street, London, W1U 6DU - Attn. Susan Dale - secretary
ADD: FOR LEGA PRO ANIMALE
REMEMBER: AISPA WILL DOUBLE ANY AMOUNT FROM £ 250,00 ON !!!

Isabella (above, left), Claudi
(with Tina and Annamaria of
the organisatio n “FIDO E
DINTORNI) and Michelangelo
check in 155 animals, control
if there are double lables on all
the cages and make sure that
th e fo rm s are complete d
correctly.

Teresa (left) prepares the
sleeping cats for surgery.
Lorenzo (right) brings a
new cat in the preparation
room.

Valentina works on the
males and Sonja (right)
gives her a hand.

Dorothea
(left), Gigi (right)
Giuliano (down left)
and Emanuele operate
the females

The cats after surgery are kept
warm and put back in their cages.
Left: Renate and Cristiana, above:
Renate and Eleonora. Rosa (right)
takes the cats to the wake up room ...

.... where Eve
makes sure that
every single one
wakes up without
any problems.

Iris (left) cleans 103 surgical
sets that Dora (right) puts in
packs to get sterilized in the
autoclave.

Mena is again taking care of
the welfare of the team and
brings delicious pasta (left).
Next morning the cats are taken
back to their feeding placees and
released immediatly (right).

The tired “Christmas-Spay-Team”: upper row, left to right: Eleonora, Rosa, Dora,
Valentina, Teresa, Renate, Sonja. down: Michelangelo, Emanuele, Lorenzo, Gigi,
Giuliano. Missing: Dorothea (takes the picture), Iris, Mena, Eve, Cristiana, Claudi and Isabella

